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Abstract—The conventional machine translation method
based on compositional semantics has a problem in that it cannot generate the semantics of the sentence when it generates the
target sentence. To resolve this problem, Ikehara et al. proposed
a machine translation scheme based on non-compositional
semantics. This machine translation scheme requires many
sentence patterns. The sentence patterns can preserve the
semantics of the expression structure. To use this machine
translation scheme for Japanese-English machine translation,
a compound and complex sentence pattern dictionary, called
“ToribankSPD”, have been developed. This dictionary has
three levels of sentence patterns: “word-level”, “phrase-level”,
and “clause-level”. In this paper, according to the machine
translation scheme based on non-compositional semantics,
we implemented the Japanese-English pattern-based machine
translation method using the word-level sentence patterns of
ToribankSPD. We carried out translation experiments with
compound and complex sentences as inputs. In the experiments,
the pattern matching rate was low (about 10%). However, 72
out of 100 evaluated sentences used the sentence patterns that
had an appropriate expression structure, and the translation
accuracy of 55 sentences was high.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The conventional machine translation method based on
compositional semantics has a problem in that it cannot
generate the semantics of the sentence when it generates the target sentence. To resolve this problem, Ikehara
et al. proposed a machine translation scheme based on
non-compositional semantics [1]. This machine translation
scheme requires many sentence patterns that can preserve the
semantics of the expression structure. The sentence patterns
have linear components and non-linear components. Linear
components are defined as components that don’t change
the semantics of the sentence when being replaced with
other components. And non-linear components are defined
as components that change the semantics of the sentence
when being replaced with other components. In translation,
we conduct local translation of matched morphemes for the
linear components and insert these results into the target
sentence pattern.

To use this scheme for Japanese-English machine translation, a compound and complex sentence pattern dictionary, called “ToribankSPD”, have been developed [2].
The dictionary has 226,817 sentence pattern pairs from
Japanese/English compound/complex sentences pairs. It also
has three levels of sentence patterns: word-level (121,904
pattern pairs), phrase-level (79,438 pattern pairs), and
clause-level (25,475 pattern pairs) [3].
In this paper, according to the machine translation scheme
based on non-compositional semantics, we implement a
Japanese-English pattern-based machine translation method
that involves ToribankSPD, a structural pattern matching
(SPM) system [4], and a generation system. We evaluate
the translation accuracy of our word-level pattern-based
machine translation method and describe the efficiency of
and problems with the method. It is said that machine translation methods with sentence patterns have high translation
accuracy when the sentence patterns match to the input
sentence. Most of the machine translation methods with
sentence patterns have only several hundreds or thousands
sentence patterns [5]. This paper is the first attempt as the
machine translation methods with about hundred thousands
sentence patterns to compound and complex sentences.
As compound and complex sentences have complicated
structure, Our pattern-based machine translation method is
considered effective for these sentences.
II. T ORIBANK SPD:C OMPOUND AND C OMPLEX
S ENTENCE PATTERN D ICTIONARY
To resolve the problem of the conventional machine translation method, Ikehara et al. proposed a machine translation
scheme based on non-compositional semantics [1]. This
machine translation scheme uses sentence patterns that have
linear components and non-linear components. This scheme
is available to various languages, and is especially effective
in the language pairs that have different language structure.
To use this machine translation scheme for Japanese-English
machine translation, a compound and complex sentence pattern dictionary, called “ToribankSPD”, have been developed
[2]. The original sentences of ToribankSPD were collected

from various Japanese-English and English-Japanese dictionary. In total, 226,817 sentence patterns have been created.
Table I shows an example of our sentence patterns. Sentence patterns have letters, variables, functions, and markers. Japanese/English word/phrase/clause alignments are replaced with variables that are equivalent to the linear components. Word-level patterns have word variables. Phrase-level
patterns have word and phrase variables, and clause-level
patterns have all of three variables. The variables in Japanese
sentence patterns have semantic codes. These codes are used
for sentence pattern selection.
Non-linear components are described as letters and functions. The terms “.hitei” and “.kako” are modality and tense
functions, respectively. “.hitei” matches negative expressions, and “.kako” matches the past tense. English functions
have a role to assign a word form. “N2ˆposs” means N2 is
the possessive case in English. “V5ˆpast” means V5 is the
past tense. In Japanese, a subject is often omitted, so “<N1
は >” means whether the subject is omitted in the pattern.
In English patterns, <I|N1> is “N1” if Japanese matches
N1, or “I” if not.
The semantics of the expression structure is composed
from non-linear components, word forms, parts of speech
of linear components, and an order of components. The
sentence patterns preserve the semantics of the expression
structure of sentence.
Table I
E XAMPLE OF SENTENCE PATTERN PAIRS IN T ORIBANK SPD
Japanese Sentence
English Sentence
Word-Level
Japanese Pattern
Word-Level English
Pattern
Phrase-Level
Japanese Pattern
Phrase-Level English
Pattern

彼 の お母さん が ああ 若い と は 思わ な
かっ た 。
I never expected his mother to be so young.

<N1
は
>N2(NI:23,NI:24)
の
N3(NI:80,NI:49) が あ あ AJ4(NY:5) と
は V5(NY:32,NY:31).hitei.kako。
<I|N1> never V5ˆpast N2ˆposs N3 to be so
AJ4.
<
N1 は >
N P 2(NI:49,NI:80)
が あ あ
AJ3(NY:05)
と は
V4(NY:31,NY:32).hitei.kako。
<I|N 1> never V4ˆpast NP2 to be so AJ3.

Step 4) Only one English sentence is selected with use
of the translation probability and word trigram.

Figure 1.

Word-level pattern-based machine translation method

A. Japanese Sentence Pattern Matching
We developed the structural pattern matching (SPM)
system [4]. It implements the augmented transition network
(ATN) algorithm [6] with breadth-first search and uses
sentence patterns. The input sentence for the SPM is already
morphological and has semantic codes added. It conducts
pattern matching between the input sentence and sentence
patterns. Moreover, it outputs the pattern matching results.
Figure 2 shows an example of an input sentence.
1. /彼 (1710,{NI:23,NI:48})
2. +の (7410)
3. /お母さん (1100,{NI:80,NI:49})
4. +が (7410)
5. /ああ (1110)
6. /若い (3106,{NY:5})
7. +と (7420)
8. +は (7530)
9. /思わ (2392, 思う, 思わ,{NY:32,NY:31})
10. +なかっ(7184, ない, なかっ)
11. +た (7216)
12. +。(0110)
13. /nil
Figure 2.

III. JAPANESE -E NGLISH W ORD -L EVEL PATTERN -BASED
M ACHINE T RANSLATION M ETHOD (P ROPOSED
M ETHOD )
In this section, we describe our word-level pattern-based
machine translation method. Figure 1 shows an overview of
the method. The translation steps are as follows.
Step 1) Sentence pattern matching is conducted.
Step 2) Pattern selection with semantic codes is conducted.
Step 3) Candidates of English sentences are generated
using the word-level generation system.

Example of input sentence

In the first line in Figure 2, “彼”[he] is a Japanese
morpheme, “1710” is the tagging code, and “NI:23,NI:48”
are indeclinable semantic codes [7]. In the sixth line, “NY:5”
is a declinable semantic code. Each line shows a Japanese
morpheme and semantic information.
Table II shows the SPM results. “Japanese Pattern” is
a matched Japanese pattern for input sentence. “English
Pattern” is a corresponding English pattern to that Japanese
pattern. In “Matched Morpheme”, for example, “N2=彼”
shows that the morpheme “彼 [he]” matches the noun variable N2.

Table II
R ESULTS OF SPM
Japanese Pattern
English Pattern
Matched
Morpheme

N2, の,N3, が, ああ,AJ4, とは V5,.hitei,.kako,。
<I|N1> never V5ˆpast N2ˆposs N3 to be so AJ4.
N2=彼
{NI:23,NI:24},
N3=お 母 さ ん
{NI:80,NI:49}, AJ4=若 い {NY:5}，V5=思
わ (思う){NY:32,NY:31}

B. Sentence Pattern Selection with Semantic Code
If several sentence patterns match, we select sentence
patterns with semantic codes. We use the semantic codes
in “Nihongo-Goi-Taikei” [7]. These codes consist of indeclinable and declinable semantic codes, which have a
hierarchical structure. The steps of sentence pattern selection
are as follows.
Step 1) Semantic codes of the input sentence and matched
sentence patterns are extracted.
Step 2) A range for sentence pattern selection is extracted
from a matched morpheme for a variable. A parent
code of a matched morpheme and all its children
codes are determined as this range.
Step 3) If all semantic codes of variables in the Japanese
sentence pattern are included within those ranges,
these sentence pattern pairs are used for translation.
C. Word-Level Pattern-Based Machine Translation
1) Word Dictionary: In the word-level generation system,
word translation of a morpheme is done with a word
bilingual dictionary. ToribankSPD has alignments of words,
phrases, and clauses. We use this word alignments for
creating a word dictionary.
In this dictionary, translation probabilities are given to
each Japanese-English word pair. Table III lists examples of
the word dictionary.

down”, and “stamp out” coupled with the Japanese verb
“蹴る”[kick], and the translation probabilities are “0.01”,
“0.29”, “0.05”, and “0.06”, respectively.
2) Word-Level Generation System: An English sentence
is translated with matched sentence pattern pairs with the
word-level generation system. The word-level generation
system performs word translation for the Japanese morphemes of the SPM results. Word translation is done using
the word dictionary. Several results of word translation are
inserted into the English pattern, and a single maximum
likelihood sentence is selected with use of the translation
probability and English word trigram. The translation steps
of the word-level generation system are as follows.
Step 1) Word translations of Japanese morphemes are
done.
Step 2) Word translation results are changed to the
assigned form.
Step 3) Candidates of word translation are inserted into
the English sentence pattern.
Step 4) The maximum likelihood combination of words
is selected with use of the translation probability
and English word trigram.
3) Example of English Sentence Generation: In the last
generation step, the maximum likelihood combination of
words is selected with use of the translation probability and
English word trigram. Figure 3 shows an example of English
sentence generation.

Table III
E XAMPLE OF WORD DICTIONARY
Japanese word (POS)
蹴る [kick] (V)

翻訳 [translation] (N)

English
word
(POS)
hit (V)
kick (V)
stamp out (V)
turn down (V)
translation (N)
translate (V)

Figure 3.

Translation
probability
0.01
0.29
0.05
0.06
0.53
0.20

Translation probabilities in Table III are calculated using
Equation (1).
P =

C(e, j) C(e, j)
×
C(j)
C(e)

(1)

where C(e, j) is the number of co-occurrences of each
word pair in the alignments list, C(j) is the number of
occurrences of each Japanese word, and C(e) is the number
of occurrences of each English word. The first to fourth
rows in Table III show English verbs “hit”, “kick”, “turn

Example of generation

4) Selection of an Output Sentence from Candidates:
If several sentence patterns are obtained in pattern matching
and pattern selection, all matched sentence patterns are used
for translation. As one translation candidate is obtained
from one sentence pattern, in this case, several translation
candidates are obtained. One translation candidate with the
maximum translation probability and English word trigram
(Section III-C2) is selected as an output sentence.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Conditions
We carried out an open-test to investigate the effectiveness
of the proposed method. We used 100,000 sentence patterns
for translation experiments and created a word dictionary
from word alignments extracted from these 100,000 sentence

patterns. Word trigrams were trained from about 280,000
English sentences. In these sentences, 100,000 were original English sentences of these 100,000 English patterns
and about 180,000 were English sentences from an other
Japanese-English parallel corpus [8]. We used 5,000 original
Japanese sentences of the remaining sentence patterns as
input sentences.
B. Baseline System
We used the phrase-based SMT (MOSES) [9] as the
baseline system for comparison. We used 100,000 sentence
pairs (same as sentence pairs of sentence patterns for pattern
matching) for training of the translation model and about
280,000 English sentences (the same as in Section IV-A)
for training of the language model. We conducted parameter
tuning with MERT.
C. Evaluation Method
Translation accuracy was measured using automatic metrics and manual evaluation. We used the evaluation tools
BLEU [10], TER [11], METEOR [12], and RIBES [13].
Manual evaluation was done from the point of view of
adequacy [14], and Table IV shows the scoring criteria.
Table IV
C RITERIA OF MANUAL EVALUATION
Eval. 5
Input
Output
Reference
Eval. 4

Input
Output
Reference
Eval. 3
Input
Output
Reference
Eval. 2

Input
Output
Reference
Eval. 1
Input
Output
Reference

The meaning of the input sentence is correctly recognized.
きみ は お父さん の 意見 に 従っ た ほう
が いい 。
You had better follow your father’s opinion.
You should take your father’s advice.
Although a part is not appropriate grammatically, the meaning of the input sentence is
correctly recognized.
彼 は 彼女 を きびしい 目 で 見 た 。
He looked at her with harsh regard.
He regarded her sharply.
The meaning of the input sentence is recognized somewhat.
彼女 は とても 涼しい 目 を し て いる 。
She is very bright eyes.
She has very bright eyes.
Only a part of the input sentence is recognized or output sentence is grammatically
correct but the meaning is significantly different from the input sentence.
彼 は 時計 を 出し て 時間 を 見 た 。
He set the clock to look at the time own .
He took out his watch and glanced at the
time.
Nothing is recognized.
彼 は なに が 起こっ て も 無神経だ 。
He is might happen.
He is insensible of anything that happens
around him.

D. Results
Out of the 5,000 input sentences, 502 sentences had
at least one matched sentence pattern. Table V lists the
automatic evaluation results of these 502 sentences. In all
metrics, the proposed method outperformed the baseline.
Table V
AUTOMATIC EVALUATION RESULTS
Proposed
Baseline

BLEU
0.358
0.307

TER
0.489
0.549

METEOR
0.642
0.583

RIBES
0.806
0.780

We carried out manual evaluation for 100 randomly
extracted sentences from the 502 sentences. Table VI lists
the manual evaluation results of these 100 sentences. The
value of each evaluation criteria is the number of sentences.
In Table VI, the number of Eval. 1 and Eval. 2 of proposed
method are smaller than baseline, and the number of Eval.
4 and Eval. 5 are larger than baseline. And the average of
proposed method is higher than baseline. These results show
that the proposed method outperformed the baseline.
Table VI
M ANUAL EVALUATION RESULTS

Proposed
Baseline

Eval.
1
4
21

Eval.
2
26
37

Eval.
3
15
11

Eval.
4
11
9

Eval.
5
44
22

Average
3.65
2.74

An example of the translation results is shown in Table
VII. “Japanese Sentence Pattern” and “English Sentence
Pattern” is the sentence pattern pair used for translation of
output sentence. “Original Japanese Sentence” is the original
sentence of this Japanese sentence pattern, and “Original
English Sentence” is the original sentence of this English
sentence pattern.
Table VII
E XAMPLE OF TRANSLATION
Input
Reference
Output of proposed
method
Value of manual
evaluation
Japanese Sentence
Pattern
English
Sentence
Pattern
Matched morpheme
Original
Japanese
Sentence
Original
English
Sentence
Output of baseline
Value of manual
evaluation

RESULTS

彼 が 帰国する 可能性 は ない 。
There is no question of his going home.

There is no possibility of his coming home.
5
N1 が (V2ˆrentai|N D2 をする)N3 は’ 無
い’#1(.genzai|.kako)。
There @be#1(ˆpresent|ˆpast) no N3 of
N1ˆposs V2ˆing .
N1=彼，V2=帰国する，V3=可能性
彼 が 当選する 可能性 は ない 。
There is no possibility of his winning the
election.
There is no possibility of his home country.
2

V. D ISCUSSION
The translation accuracy of the proposed method was high
(3.65 : the average of human evaluation), but the pattern
matching rate was low (about 10% : 502/5,000). In this
section, we discuss the reasons for these results and describe
the efficiency of and problems with the proposed method.
A. Efficiency of Proposed Method
We assumed that a expression structure can be preserved
in a sentence pattern. We discuss whether a used sentence
pattern for output is appropriate. In the 100 sentences used
for manual evaluation, 72 sentences were appropriate and 28
sentences were not. Table VIII lists the causes of not using
an appropriate sentence pattern in the 28 sentences.
Table VIII
C AUSES OF NOT USING APPROPRIATE SENTENCE PATTERN
Cause
(a) Problem in way of making sentence
patterns
(b) Multi-word expression is decomposed
and matched for variable
(c) Failure in pattern selection
(d) Error in sentence pattern
(e) Error in morphological analysis and
SPM

Number of sentences
5
3
14
4
2

In Table VIII, (c), (d) and (e) were caused by an error in
each process. The error of annotations of semantic codes to
morphemes causes the problem of (c). We can improve this
problem by adding the words to the annotation list used by
the annotation program. To improve the problem of (d), We
need to correct these sentence pattern pairs manually. We
omit the discussion about the problem of (e).
If we assume these processes were correctly performed,
only 8 sentences did not use an appropriate sentence pattern.
These results suggest that 72 out of the 80 sentences matched
an appropriate pattern when all processes were correctly
performed. Fifty-five out of these 72 sentences had high
translation accuracy (Eval. 4 or 5). The other 17 sentences
had problems in word translation, and the translation accuracy of those sentences was low. Therefore we confirmed
that the proposed method obtained high translation accuracy
by using appropriate sentence patterns.
1) Problem in Way of Making Sentence Patterns: Table
IX shows an example of cause (a) in Table VIII. This example has two problems. One is concerning English functions.
English functions have a role to determine word form of
word translation results. This input sentence is an imperative
sentence, but the verb variables in the used English pattern
are not added a function which assign an original form of
verb. This results in the wrong form in the output, such as
“gets”. This problem can be resolved by adding appropriate
English functions. The other problem concerns markers for a
zero pronoun. In general Japanese imperative sentence, the

object ordered by speaker at input is not included in that
sentence. This input is a unique sentence that includes the
object (“子供” [children]) of order as a subject (“子供は”
[children are]). The Japanese pattern in Table IX matches the
input by a marker for a zero pronoun (“< N 1 は >” matches
“子供は”). In this case, adding this marker to this sentence
pattern is not necessary. This problem can be resolved by
deleting unnecessary markers from each sentence pattern.
Table IX
E XAMPLE OF PROBLEM

IN WAY OF MAKING SENTENCE PATTERNS

Input
Output
Reference

子供 は 早く 寝 て 早く 起き なさい 。
Lie down its speed and gets up early .
Children should go to bed early and get up
early.
1

Value of manual
Eval.
Japanese Sentence
Pattern
English
Sentence
Pattern
Matched morpheme
Original
Sentence
Original
Sentence

Japanese
English

<
N 1 は > ADV2 V3(て |
で)ADV4(V5ˆmeirei|V 5.meireigo)。
V3 <your|N 1ˆposs> N2 and V5 ADV4 .
N1=子供，ADV2=早く，V3=寝 (寝る)
ADV4=早く，V5=起き (起きる)
十分 食べ て 十分 眠り なさい 。
Eat your fill and sleep well.

2) Problem of Multi-Word Expression: Table X shows an
example of cause (b) in Table VIII. In the input, “情の細
やかな” is a multi-word expression. The meaning of this
expression is closest to “sensitive”. However, a corresponding expression in the output is “tinier sensibilities”. This
result is caused by splitting this expression and matching
each morpheme (“情” and “細やかな”) to each variable (N 2
and AJ3). If we use word-level sentence patterns, we need
a sentence pattern that describes “情の細やかな” as letters
to obtain an appropriate result. However, it is possible to
obtain an appropriate result by using phrase-level sentence
patterns.
Table X
E XAMPLE OF MULTI - WORD EXPRESSION DECOMPOSED AND MATCHED
FOR VARIABLES

Input
Output
Reference
Value of manual
Eval.
Japanese Sentence
Pattern
English
Sentence
Pattern
Matched morpheme
Original
Sentence
Original
Sentence

Japanese
English

彼女 は 情 の 細やかな 人 だ 。
She has tinier sensibilities.
She is a warm and considerate woman.
2

N1 は N2 の AJV3ˆrentai(人 | ひと | ヒト)
だ。
N1 @have AJ3 N2 .
N1=彼女，N2=情，AJV3=細やかな (細や
かだ)
彼 は 心 の まっすぐな 人 だ 。
He has an upright mind.

3) Low Translation Accuracy of Word Translation: With
the proposed method, word translation is done using the
word dictionary, and a single maximum likelihood sentence
is selected with use of the translation probability and English
word trigram. In Section V-A, 55 out of 72 sentences that
had an appropriate sentence pattern had high translation
accuracy. However, the remaining 17 sentences had low
translation accuracy due to problems in word translation.
If a matched morpheme is not in the word dictionary, the
morpheme is outputted as an unknown word. Nine out of the
17 sentences had this problem. This problem can be resolved
by adding new words to the word dictionary.
The remaining 8 sentences exhibited a problem of not
selecting an appropriate word from the translation probability and word trigram. Table XI shows an example of
the problem in word selection. “Fruitless” in the output
is different from the meaning of “無意味だ”[nonsense].
There are appropriate candidates in the word dictionary, for
example “meaningless”, but “fruitless” is selected with use
of the translation probability and word trigram.
Table XI
E XAMPLE OF PROBLEM IN WORD SELECTION
Input
Output
Reference
Value of manual
Eval.
Japanese Sentence
Pattern
English
Sentence
Pattern
Matched morpheme
Original
Japanese
Sentence
Original
English
Sentence

彼 の 言う こと は 無意味だ 。
He is fruitless.
There is no meaning in what he says.
2

N1 の (言う | いう | 謂う | 云う) ことは
AJV2。
N1 @be AJ2 .
N1=彼，AJV2=無意味だ
君 の 言う こと は 本当 だ 。
You are truthful.

et al. proposed a machine translation scheme with sentence patterns based on non-compositional semantics. In
this paper, according to this machine translation scheme,
we implemented a Japanese-English pattern-based machine
translation method using our word-level sentence patterns.
We carried out translation experiments with compound and
complex sentences as inputs. In the experiments, the pattern
matching rate was low (about 10%). However, 72 out of
the evaluated 100 sentences used the sentence patterns that
had an appropriate expression structure, and the translation
accuracy of 55 sentences was high. For future work, we will
evaluate the translation accuracy of the machine translation
method, using our phrase-level sentence patterns.
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